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Lessons on understanding the illuminations of Endless Light as it manifests in the Creation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The importance of this study is to understand what happened before the Creation. The study cleanses you 
and takes you to another level. You should focus on this when you are studying the wisdom of Kabbalah. 

▪ After contraction – the empty space/air within the endless light, now there is a place to be 
emanated a Creator. 

▪ The linear light from the circular light is now coming to that empty space as a result of the 
contraction.  

▪ It may seem that because we experience light differently, there is a difference in endless. 
o Sometimes we go through pain, we think the light changes because we experience it 

differently 
o There is no change in the light. We must believe that the light is not changing so we can 

connect. The way to connect to the Creator is to do good, that way you connect to the good. 
o Change happens when there is a lack. 
o Goal of spirituality: there is no change from the light. Everything is equal in the eyes of 
o G-D. There is no difference between good and bad according to the Creator, we experience it 

this way. 
o Highs and lows of life are the illusion of life 
o Light NEVER changes 
o We do the work for us 
o In spirituality, no lack, no change. 

  
The Tzimtzum (point of view of the receiver) 

▪ Life depends on this 
▪ The endless never changes 
▪ He and his name are one 

o  He (the light of endless) 
o  His (the receiver) 

▪ The contraction happened at middle point – highest level of receiving (4th phase) 
▪ The tzimtzum created a new world 

o Where the light disappears that’s where everything appears (paradox) 
o Can’t add when things are perfect 
o Empty space- this is where all universes were created 
o You build yourself when nothing is going right 
o If you are empty (bad relationship, etc.) – you try to fill it with an illusion 

- This empty space is a gift for you to create something. 
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When things go wrong, its perfect. When things are perfect, it is not always because its perfect. 

▪ When a human being can understand good and bad doesn’t change 
▪ We live in the universe with the space, this is how you develop yourself.  
▪ No time, space motion when speaking about the Creator 

o From Light POV nothing ever changes, that’s the beauty of it. 
o Don’t materialize G-D 

 
Boreh (Creator) We don’t know anything about it except that it allows 

you to connect to the essence 
 
We only experience the light that comes into our 
domain 
 

Atsmutoh (Essence) we don’t know anything about it 

Meahtsmutoh (giving 
force) 

light that comes from the essence 

 
Many times, we relate the Creator to movement, however there is no movement. Never a 
change in the light 

▪ To be spiritual you just need to know the creator has no change in it. 
▪ As it materializes in the physical world it comes as good and bad, but doesn’t exist at the Creator 
▪ Tree of Knowledge good and bad- where we live 
▪ Tree of life- all good 

o It is hidden through the books, when you study it, the consciousness of tree of life is 
revealed 

o We (our time) need this because we are so deep in physicality, because any good thing we 
do is considered higher than a righteous person to do good because it is so hard to be 
good. 

 
▪ The temple -would remove layers of doubt and negativity. Easy to be spiritual, everyone can 

connect. Now we study TLE to connect. 
▪ The change that happens is our desire to receive. 

o Desire to receive because I want it (separates us from the creator) 
o Desire to receive because the creator wants to give it to me (this is our work 
o in this life) 

- Once you make this shift everything changes 
- Ex: I want soulmate, money, because light wants to give it me = connect 
- Ex: I want soulmate, money because I want it = disconnect 

o We disconnect when we want the wrong way, connect when we want the right way. 
 

 

 


